Sugru Air-Curing Rubber - If You're Into Prepping, Camping, Survivalism or DIY, This Is A MUST HAVE!

Categories : Recommended Tools & Gear, Tools & Gear

This stuff is AMAZING! It is so versatile and has so many different uses. I was going to say every prepper, survivalist, hunter, etc, etc, should have some, but scratch that. EVERYONE SHOULD HAVE SOME OF THIS! IT'S THAT USEFUL. You can repair or adapt so many different things with Sugru. Read the blurb below and check out the link at the bottom for more information and pricing options (comes in different sized packs).

Sugru is the exciting new air-curing rubber that can be formed by hand. It bonds to most materials and turns into a strong, flexible silicone rubber overnight.
Sugru's patented technology is unique in its combination of hand-formability, self-adhesion and flexibility when cured. It feels like modelling clay, and it's that easy to use too. Once cured, its durable properties mean it's comfortable in extreme environments from the dishwasher to the ocean to Antarctica.

Sugru can be formed and shaped by hand for up to 30 minutes once it has been removed from its packaging. Sugru is designed to stick to as many other materials as possible. It forms a strong bond to aluminium, steel, ceramics, glass, wood and other materials including some plastics like perspex and ABS and rubbers like silicone and butyl rubber. As sugru is a silicone rubber, it feels soft to touch when it has cured, but is also grippy. This makes it perfect for handles and grips as it is comfortable but non-slip.

Get things fixed! [[Sugru Air-curing Rubber - 8 x 5g of mini packs]]